Thermal Mechanical Stretching to Imprint Pores Morphology of Nitrocellulose Membrane for Immuno-sensing Application
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ABSTRACT

Performance of membrane such as the lateral flow wicking time and protein binding ability are important to generate consistent results for diagnostics purposes. Different diagnostic kit need different surface properties of membrane, structures and dimension. This work evaluates the feasibility of controlling membrane pores morphology through thermal-mechanical stretching. Results shows that membrane fabricated using longer nitrocellulose (NC) polymer chain length produced smaller pores with lower porosity (56 %). Thus, it took longer time of 32 s to migrate the testing liquid along the membrane strip. By having higher membrane’s porosity (72.3 %), the membrane synthesized using shorter NC chain length exhibited faster wicking time, which is 3 times faster (wicking time of 8 s) than that of the membrane produced with longer NC chain length. In terms of the thermal-mechanical stretching effects, the stretched membranes (both uniaxial and biaxial directions) had demonstrated improved immunoassay performances compared to the unstretched membrane. Specifically, uniaxial stretching is preferable than biaxial stretching configuration, due to the great improvement of lateral wicking time (22 % faster) without jeopardize the membrane protein binding capacity (only 1.7 % decrement), in relative to the unstretched membrane. This study provides some interesting insight on the physical membrane modification to provide better performance in immunoassay applications.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Lateral flow immunoassay tests have experienced remarkable growth in biomedical industry, especially for those with low-resources facilities. In industry, immunoassays are used to detect contaminants in food and water, and in quality control to monitor specific molecules used during product processing [1, 2, 3]. The principal analysis of an immunoassay is based on the specific interactions between a substance of interest (target analyte) and the biological recognition elements (capture analyte such as enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, etc.) that are immobilized on the lateral flow membrane [4].

The implementation of lateral flow diagnostics using adsorptive nitrocellulose (NC) membrane as chromatographic media has becoming more apparent [5, 6]. NC membrane is widely used due to its ability to bind with various antibodies, antigen and other biological components [7]. Besides of its widely usage as pregnancy kit in medical industry, now its application has been expanded to other areas such in detection of viruses [8, 9], environmental monitoring [10,
as well as the detection of contamination in poultry feeds [12]. Comparing to other type of membranes, NC is preferable to be used in lateral flow mode due its porous structure to easily wick the solution and high binding with biomolecules. Both criteria are important as the target analyte will move parallel along plane of the membrane as liquid moved from one end of the membrane to the other end and bind to the immobilized receptor (capture zone). A pure NC membrane has typical protein binding capacity in the range of 80 µg/cm$^2$ to 125 µg/cm$^2$ [13].

Lateral flow wicking time and protein binding ability are two important parameters to generate consistent results for diagnostic purposes. Different diagnostic kit need different surface properties of membrane, structures and dimension [14, 15]. Hence, it is paramount to study the surface and internal layer of the membrane such as its pore size and pore alignment, as it is the fundamental in developing diagnostic kit for medical and healthcare purposes. If the membrane surface and internal layer could be control (imprinted with specific pore structure), various diagnostic kits could be effectively and accurately performed. In fact, the membrane pores structural are commonly controlled by adjusting the casting formulation [16, 17] or modify the membrane physically. Physical modification of a membrane is preferable than the complex casting formulation.

Thermal mechanical stretching technique is a technique that applied the mechanical strength and heat treatment to the membrane to yield desired morphology without changing the chemical properties of a membrane [18, 19, 20, 21]. The synthesized membrane is stretched under certain heat temperature. The purpose of stretching is to modify the membrane structures, meanwhile, the heat treatment is to ensure the polymer is ductile enough to be stretched. Li and co-workers [22] had carried out a systematic experiment to stretch the high density polyethylene (HDPE) film. In their study, the stretched membrane was shown to have elongated pores and highly distributed along the stretched direction.

The main focus of this work is to produce a highly porous membrane with fast lateral wicking speed (to shorten the diagnostic period) and high protein binding ability (to allow the formation of immunocomplexes on the membrane surface to detect the presence of an analyte in a biological liquid sample). One of the strategy to increase lateral wicking speed of membrane is to enlarge its pore size to allow fast movement of liquid in membrane. However, over-enlarged pores could bring adverse effects to the membrane’s protein binding capacity. Hence, this work intend to present the adjustment of the membrane’s pore structure through the mechanical stretching at different stretching operating conditions. Although a few previous studies has been conducted on membrane thermal-mechanical stretching [23, 24, 25], most of the studies were focused on single stretching direction and its performances. By such, there is no intensive study on the thermal mechanical stretching on different configurations, such as the biaxial stretching. Technically speaking, the capillary flow rate (lateral wicking speed) is related to the size of the pores oriented in parallel to the wicking direction of the membrane. By having different stretching configurations, the outcome of the lateral wicking flow rate would be different based on the changes orientation of the membrane.
pore size. In addition, the pore shape would also affect the width of the capture reagent line, which in turn defines the width of the signal line when the strip is tested. This work aimed to produce thermal-mechanically stretched lateral flow nitrocellulose membrane based on uniaxial and biaxial directions. Membrane morphology and its performances before and after thermal-mechanical stretching are compared in this work.

2.0 METHODS

2.1 Materials

Membranes were casted using short (50-100 kCP) or long (800-1000 kCP) chain NC and cellulose acetate (CA) polymers from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Various solvents (methyl acetate, ethanol), non-solvent (2-Propanol) and additive (glycerol) purchased from Merck (Germany) were used to control phase inversion of membrane formation. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and Ponceau S from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) were used to quantify the protein binding capacity of membranes.

2.2 Membrane Preparations

Unsupported flat sheet NC membranes were prepared using the dry phase inversion method. From the findings of our previous work [26], 4.5 wt.% NC and 0.5 wt.% CA were slowly added to solvent mixture (50 wt.% methyl acetate and 30 wt.% ethanol), then stirred at 30 °C until all polymers dissolved. 2-propanol (10 wt.%) as non-solvent and additives (2 wt.% glycerol and 3 wt.% water) were then added and continued stirred for 5 h. The dope solution was casted on a glass plate using Elcometer thin film applicator with depth of the casting of 700 µm. The casted membrane was then dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 35 °C. Surface morphology of the membrane was analyzed using scanning electron microscope (Hitachi TM-3000, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. Bonding characterization of the membrane surface was confirmed using Thermo Scientific fourier transform infrared spectrometer (NICOLET iS10, USA), fixed at the incidence angle of 45º, from 500 cm⁻¹ to 4000 cm⁻¹ wavenumber. Pore characteristics of the membrane was analyzed using gas-liquid porometer (Porolux 1000, Belgium) within pressure range of 0-6 bars. By measuring the pressure and corresponding flow at every increasing pressure step, the wet- and dry-flow curves for the membrane were plotted. These curves were used to calculate the pore characteristics of the membrane. Relationship between the membrane pore size and the corresponding pressure is expressed by the Young-Laplace equation. In this work, porosity (ε) of the membrane was calculated based on:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{V_A - V_E}{V_A} \times 100 \]

V_A (apparent volume) is determined based on the film thickness and the surface area (2 cm x 2 cm). V_E (existent volume) is calculated using the corresponding polymer density (NC = 1.23 g/cm³ and CA = 1.28 g/cm³) and dry weight of the membrane.

2.3 Thermal-mechanical Stretching

Membrane was stretched using thermal-mechanical stretching technique with uniaxial (100 mm x 60 mm membrane size) and biaxial (60 mm x 60 mm membrane size) stretching configurations, as shown in
Figure 1. Membrane sample was gripped by a rigid support beam on the stretching platform in heat insulated chamber. It was then heated up to 50 °C and left in the heat insulated chamber for 10 minutes, to ensure the polymer is ductile enough to be significantly stretched. The stretching rate was controlled by an electric stepper motor (Vexta EM569-NA, Japan) with a stepping controller (Vexta UDX 5107N). In this study, membrane sample was stretched to 10 % of the elongation length and at stretching speed of 0.07 m/s. In order to maintain the membrane structure after stretched, the membrane sample was held under tension for 15 min and then air-cooled to room temperature before removed from the stretching machine. The membrane elongation % was calculated based on:

\[
\text{Elongation, } \% = \frac{l_s - l_o}{l_s} \times 100
\]

where \(l_o\) and \(l_s\) refers to the length of the membrane before and after stretched (mm).

\[\text{Figure 1 Uniaxial and biaxial stretching of membrane}\]

2.4 Evaluation of the Membrane Performance as an immunoassay

Membrane binding ability was measured using 10 mm x 10 mm samples. First, membranes samples were incubated in 3 mL of BSA solution with 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 3 mg/mL) and shaken for 3 h at 25 °C, as described in the previous work [27]. Then, the membrane samples were washed (repeated twice) with phosphate buffer to remove unbound BSA. Subsequently, samples were transferred into test tubes and 2 mL of bicinchoninic acid working reagent (Merck, Germany) were added. Test tubes were incubated at 37 °C for 30 min, where the bicinchoninic acid working reagent would react with BSA bound on the membrane surface, to change the solution color from green to purple, which is in proportion to the protein concentration. BSA concentration was detected at 562 nm wavelength using a spectrophotometer (Spectronic Genesys, USA). Using the preliminarily plotted standard curve, the corrected absorbance readings for the samples were interpolated.

To monitor the spreading of protein onto membrane, the dot staining technique with Ponceua S was applied. 1 µL of BSA was first spotted onto the surfaces of membranes and then left to air-dried. The sample was then immersed in a sufficient amount of Ponceau S solution for 5 minutes to stain the immobilized BSA, then rinsed twice with DI water to wash off the undesired membrane background. Stained protein with Ponceau S were scanned using Heiland Electronics GmbH densitometer (TRD 4, Germany) at the scanning wavelength of 560 nm in reflectance mode, with a measuring aperture diameter of 3 mm. The color density of the stained protein
The liquid flow time (wicking time) measurement was conducted on 2 cm wide and 5 cm long of the membrane strips cut from the synthesized NC membranes, with distilled water was used as the wicking solution. Experiment was conducted at room temperature (30 °C), with one end of membrane strip (5 mm) was dipped into the wicking solution. Time measurement was started when the wicking solution was started to migrate along the membrane strip (parallel along the membrane plane) until it reached 2 cm and 3 cm height of the membrane.

### 3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As for an immunoassay, a known capture reagent is first immobilized at the predetermined target analyte capture region (test and control lines), as shown in Figure 2. Subsequently, the test sample containing target analyte is absorbed by the sample pad through capillary forces to the conjugate pad, where preloaded recognition element is imbedded. Typical fluid sample such as serum, blood, urine or saliva can be tested. As the solution (fluid sample together with the recognition element) flows along the membrane to reach the test and control line, the target analyte would bind with the pairing immobilized capture reagent [6, 28]. The purpose of membrane is to bind the capture reagent at the test and control lines; and also to maintain lateral capillary flow for the target analyte to move fast within the porous structure to reach to the test and control lines [29]. Without the membrane, the diagnostic test strip would never be able to function. Membrane with large pore structure would contribute to low protein immobilization but fast lateral wicking speed. In contrast, small pores membrane provides high binding sites to immobilize the capture reagent, but at the same time, it also causes high resistance for the testing liquid to laterally flow along the membrane strip. Based on this working principle, the synthesized membrane in this work were evaluated based on two parameters, i.e. membrane’s protein binding capacity and lateral wicking time for the testing solution to migrate 2 cm and 3 cm along the membrane strip.

![Figure 2 Schematic of lateral flow immunoassay](image_url)
Polymer chain length plays an important role to produce membrane with different pore characteristics and thus its performance in bio-sensing application. ATR-FTIR spectra of membranes produced using short (50-100 kcP) and long (800-1000 kcP) NC polymer chain length is shown in Figure 3a. Overall, FTIR spectra for the membrane with longer polymer chain length had demonstrated higher transmittance intensity. Stronger peak intensity at 1640 cm\(^{-1}\) was corresponded to the symmetric stretching band of ONO\(_2\) groups, which confirm the presence of nitrate group in the synthesized membrane [30]. The other absorption band that relate to nitrate group were \(\nu_s\)-NO\(_2\) at 1275 cm\(^{-1}\) and \(\nu\)-NO at 833 cm\(^{-1}\) [31]. Higher polymer chain length contained more nitrate groups, which expect to have more active sites to interact with biomolecules (capture reagent) that immobilize onto the membrane surface. Hence, increase the sensitivity of the bio-sensing application.

![ATR-FTIR spectra of membranes produced using short (50-100 kcP) and long (800-1000 kcP) NC polymer chain length.](image)

**Figure 3** Nitrocellulose membranes produced with short (black line, 50–100 kcP) and long (red line, 800–1000 kcP) polymer chain length: (a) FTIR spectrum (b) membrane pores characteristic (c) SEM images for membrane surface topography

When analyzing the pores characteristics of the membranes using porometer, at a specific pressure (Figure 3b), the gas flow rate through a wet sample is always smaller than that flow through the corresponding dry sample until finally the two curves meet together [16]. At this meeting point, all the wetting liquid in the through-pores have move out from the sample due to the higher exerted pressure. The short chain NC membrane (50-100 kcP) required about 1.2 bar of pressure to purge out all liquid, while the long chain NC membrane (800-1000 kcP) required about 2.9 bar to empty the entire pores. In consistent to the SEM images (Figure 3c), the long chain NC membrane has demonstrated smaller
pores distribution, thus, higher pressure needed to purge out the wetting liquid. During the measurement (Figure 3b), as the gas pressure increased, at specific point the first pore was emptied. This is the pore with the largest through-pore diameter. In this work, bubble point was found at 0.852 µm and 0.287 µm with corresponded bubble point pressure of 0.5371 bar and 1.607 bar for both short and long chain NC membranes, respectively. Membrane with long NC chain length showed narrower range of pore distribution within 0.1-0.29 µm, while membrane produced using short NC polymer chain had demonstrated broader range of pore distribution within 0.30-0.85 µm.

These porometer analyzed data were in-lined with the observation from SEM images (Figure 3c). During dry phase inversion, the polymer distribution at the onset of precipitation provided a higher polymer density near to the membrane–air interface. At higher polymer viscosity (longer NC polymer chain length), fast phase inversion occurred at the membrane outer layer and slow evaporation rate in the inner layer caused high density of solid polymer to be formed at the surface of membrane. Thus, greater interfacial stresses were produced between the polymer matrixes. As a consequence, smaller pores were formed at the membrane surface.

Fast lateral flow wicking time and high membrane’s protein binding capacity are two important parameters to generate consistent results for diagnostics purposes. Fast lateral wicking membrane is favorable due its ability to easily move the solution to the detection zone, while high membrane protein binding capacity ensure sensitive capture of analyte. As expected, the smaller the pores structure of the membrane, the higher the color density measured by densitometer. Color densities of 0.09 and 0.14 were obtained for membranes produced by short and long chain NC polymer, respectively. As discussed, the casted film with longer polymer chain would formed a membrane with smaller pores. Since the protein molecules were immobilized onto the membrane surface, the smaller pores would reduce the protein diffusivity and accumulated at smaller and enclosed area. In turns, higher color density was observed.

Results in Figure 4 showed that the membrane’s porosity was directly related to the decrease of wicking time (faster of DI water to migrate 2 cm height along the membrane strip). Membrane produced using longer NC polymer chain length took longer time to migrate along the membrane strip. By having higher membrane’s porosity (72.3 %), membrane with shorter polymer chain length (50-100 kCP) exhibited faster wicking time of 8.1 s, which is 3 times faster than the membrane with longer chain polymer (wicking time of 31.7 s and membrane porosity of 56 %). Based on this results, the short chain polymer (50-100 kCP) is preferable to produce an immuno-membrane, due to its faster wicking speed and comparable binding capacity to that of longer chain polymer (800-1000 kCP).

Due to the gravity effect, wicking time from one point to another point on the membrane strip with the same distance was not proportional. Longer wicking time was needed with an increase in the migration distance of the DI water in membrane strip. As shown in Figure 4, the deionized water took 8.1 s to migrate 2 cm. On the same membrane strip, the deionized water took 17.3 s to migrate 3 cm in height on the membrane strip. In some tests, diagnostic kit is designed to support in a vertical position, for example, mounted in a 96-well plate.
Thus, the gravitational effects could somehow affect the testing duration if the capture zone (testing line) is designed with a longer distance from the sampling pad.

Thus, the gravitational effects could somehow affect the testing duration if the capture zone (testing line) is designed with a longer distance from the sampling pad.

![Graph of lateral wicking time vs. polymer chain length](image)

**Figure 4** Lateral wicking performance and porosity of membrane prepared using short (low viscosity, 50–100 kcP) and long (high viscosity, 800–1000 kcP) polymer length

This study proposed to use thermal mechanical stretching to elongate the membrane to desire pore morphology without changing its the chemical properties. When the membranes were casted at different thickness, it provides different mechanical strength to the membrane [32; 33]. Figure 5a shows the relationship of the membrane thickness with its respective maximum elongation. As shown, the maximum elongation did not show proportional to the thickness of the membrane. The elongated ability was possessed at higher rate for membrane with thickness of 110-150 µm. For membrane thicker than 150 µm, the effects of membrane elongation has reduced, which would defeat the purpose of thermal mechanical treatment on the membrane. Thus, in this work, membranes were produced at thickness of ca. 120 µm.

Figure 5b shows the image of membrane after stretched. When uniaxial-stretching was applied to the membrane (stretched on left and right end of the membrane strip), the stretching forces have distributed within the sample. However, the center region would be affected more. Thus, curve shape formation was observed. However, because of only 8 % elongation was applied, the shape of the protein dot stained with Ponceau S (red color dots) remained spherical and do not demonstrate obvious elongated shape as expected.

Further analysis was carried out using SEM. As shown (Figure 6), similar surface pore structures were observed for membranes before stretched and after uniaxial and biaxial stretched. The pore elongation due to stretching effects was not obvious. As discussed, this might because of only 8 % elongation was applied, where the stretching forces have eventually shared by all pore matrices during the thermal-mechanical stretching. When the stretching was performed more than 10 %, the membrane was broken into two pieces due to the fragile characteristics of the NC polymer.
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Figure 5 Effects of membrane elongation: (a) maximum elongated length in different membrane thickness. (b) stretched membrane with uniaxial configuration (double end arrow shows the stretching direction, stretching condition: temperature 55 °C, speed: 0.01 mm/s, elongation length: 8 %)

Figure 6 SEM surface images of (a) unstretched (b) uniaxial-stretched (c) biaxial-stretched membranes

Stretched membranes (uniaxial and biaxial) were also analyzed based on its performances on the lateral wicking time and protein binding capacity. As shown (Figure 7a), membranes treated with thermal-mechanical stretching operations had demonstrated faster lateral wicking speed or shorten lateral wicking time to migrate testing solution towards the protein capture zone of a membrane strip. Membrane with uniaxial stretched showed the fastest wicking time, took 6.3 s to migrate 2 cm and 13.3 s to migrate 3 cm along the membrane strip, which are 22 % and 23 % faster compared to the unstretched membrane (lateral wicking time of 7.9 s and 16.9 s to migrate 2 cm and 3 cm, respectively). This is due to the aligned pores after thermal-mechanical stretched that reduced the flow resistance when the testing fluid was migrated along the membrane strip. When the membrane was stretched in biaxial direction, the overall pores were eventually enlarged, although not significant to be observed in SEM images (Figure 6). Thus, a relatively faster lateral wicking speed with shorter time was also observed, i.e. 6.6 s of wicking time to migrate 2 cm along the membrane strip or 17 % faster than the unstretched membrane.
Membrane’s protein ability is another parameter that determine the efficiency of an immunoassay. Primarily, protein binding is influence by the pore size of the membrane. Figure 7b shows the protein binding ability of the membrane before and after thermal-mechanically stretched. The unstretched membrane had demonstrated the highest protein binding ability at 5107±68 µg cm$^{-3}$. By thermal-mechanically modified, membranes underwent uniaxial and biaxial stretching had evidenced slightly lower protein binding, at 5017±63 µg cm$^{-3}$ and 4741±114 µg cm$^{-3}$, respectively. Larger pores and porosity of the stretched membrane would decrease the total surface area for electrostatic binding between protein molecules and membrane. However, the adverse effects of thermal-mechanical stretching on the membrane’s protein binding ability is not significant, less compared to the enhancement for the lateral wicking test. Only 1.8 % and 7.2 % decrement of protein binding for uniaxial and biaxial stretched membrane. From both results of lateral wicking time and protein binding, enhanced of lateral wicking (up to 23 % improvement) was much significant than that of decrement of the protein binding (down to 7.2 %).

4.0 CONCLUSION

In summary, the shorter chain polymer (50-100 kCP) is preferable to produce an immuno-membrane, due to its faster wicking speed and comparable binding capacity than that of longer chain polymer (800-1000 kCP). In term of different stretching configurations, the uniaxial stretching strategy was better than that of biaxial, with better enhancement of lateral wicking speed and smaller decrement of protein binding. Most importantly, both stretched membrane showed better immunoassay performances than the unstretched membrane. Hence, the proposed thermal-mechanical stretching in this work is still consider efficient to improve the immunoassay performance of a membrane.
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